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Abstract
Routing protocols  for  multi hop  wireless networks  have  used  
shortest  path  routing to  obtain  best paths to destinations and do 
not consider traffic load or delay as an factor in the selection of 
routes. So motivated, we address the issue of designing a multipath 
routing protocol that is generally  applicable  even  when  there  
are more sources and also we can use link state routing protocol 
to reduce the impedence. We develop a protocol that adaptively 
equalizes the mean delay along all utilized routes from a source 
to destination and does not utilize any routes that  have greater 
mean delay. This is the property satisfied by a system in War 
drop equilibrium. We also address the architectural challenges 
confronted in the software implementation of a multipath, delay-
feedback-based, probabilistic routing algorithm. Round trip time is 
taken into account so that we can avoid the duplicate packets from 
outgoing lines. Age field is included for the sequence number and 
reduce once per second there will be no packet loss. Heirarchial 
routing is applied so that it reduces the memory required at each 
node. 
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I. Introduction
ROUTING research in wireless multi hop networks has traditionally 
focused on shortest path routing protocols. A lot of effort has gone 
into designing protocols that route packets efficiently in mobile 
networks with minimal overhead, e.g., [1-5]. This paper is addressed 
toward  static or at best  networks with slow mobility, for example, 
mesh networks or adhoc networks in office  environments  where  
users  do not  move  around with  their  laptops. Looking ahead to 
the next generation of wireless routing protocols for such quasi-
static networks, users may want their routing to be adaptive to the 
load on the network. For example, users may want to improve their 
throughput-delay performance by intelligently routing flows in a 
manner to avoid interference from other paths as far as possible. 
Users may also want to utilize multiple paths so that they obtain 
more through put. In addition, looking from a network standpoint, 
one may want the routing algorithms implemented at each node 
to combine together to balance load across the network. At the 
same time, one would like to retain some of the key features of 
current protocols, including the completely distributed operation, 
loop-free paths, and ease of implementability. In this paper, we 
present a completely distributed, load adaptive, multipath routing 
protocol for quasi-static wireless mesh networks. For every Source 
Destination (SD) pair, the protocol adaptively equalizes mean 
delays along all utilized routes and avoids using any paths with 
greater or equal mean delay. This is the property satisfied by a 
system in War drop equilibrium. Such an equilibrium is potentially 
useful in practice for a variety of reasons:  

Adaptive delay-based routing can automatically route around 1. 
hotspots in interference-constrained wireless networks.  

Equalizing the average delay along used paths can reduce 2. 
resequencing delays for packets in receiver socket buffers.  
TCP congestion control reacts adversely to reordered packets 3. 
and thus misbehaves when TCP is used over multiple paths. 
Equalizing the  average delay along used routes can reduce 
packet reordering and potentially improve TCP behavior 
when it is used on top of multipath routing. The work in this 
paper builds on earlier work on design [6] and convergence 
of delay-adaptive routing algorithms in wireless networks. 

The goal of this paper is to bridge the gap between the theory of 
delay-adaptive routing and its implementation and use in practice 
as a routing protocol for 802.11-based wireless mesh networks. 
The issues addressed range from theoretical characterization 
and algorithmic properties to a detailed simulation study and 
architectural challenges in implementing multipath delay-
adaptive routing protocols. This has resulted in our user-space 
implementation on a custom-modified Linux 2.4.20-6 kernel and 
a measurement study of the implementation on a testbed.

II. Related Work
The problem of finding loop-free routes to destinations in mobile 
environments has been well studied [1-5]. Proactive protocols 
[1,4], maintain routes to all destinations and incur a large routing 
overhead. Reactive protocols, on the other hand, construct routes on 
an on demand basis [2-3], using a route discovery procedure.
Multipath routing can also alleviate congestion in wireless 
networks. The Hotspot Mitigation Protocol (HMP) [7], can be  
integrated with AODV and DSR and attempts to disperse new  
flows from being routed through  hot  spots  and congestion-prone  
areas. The Dynamic Load Aware Routing protocol (DLAR) [7] 
carries congestion information forward in ROUTE REQUEST 
packets, allowing destinations to choose the least congested path. 
Finally,  there  is  an  extensive  literature  on  optimal dynamic 
routing and its formulation as the solution of an  optimization 
problem  [8-9]. The problem can be equivalently cast in terms 
of routing variables at each node and a completely distributed 
algorithm can be derived [9]. An approximation approach to 
minimum delay routing [10], provides a set of loop-free invariant 
conditions, while distributing traffic to approximate [9].
The War drop equilibrium  can  be  interpreted as  the equilibrium 
point of an optimization problem  that minimizes  the  sum  of  
the  integral  of  delays  on  all network links. On the other hand, 
the War drop equilibrium differs from a pure delay minimization 
policy because it takes resequencing delay at the receiver into 
consideration. As mentioned in the introduction, this work builds 
on earlier work on design and convergence of delay-adaptive 
routing algorithms [6].

III. A Few Sources Regime in Which Perfect Flow Avoiding 
Routing is Feasible
Traditional routing protocols for networks have been based on 
distributed algorithms that compute shortest paths in a  graph.  The 
original ARPANET routing naively used a delay-based metric as 
the link weight for the shortest path computation. This resulted 
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in route flapping and instability, and consequently, most routing 
protocols have used a hop-count-based link metric. The use of 
hop count as the metric to compute paths in a network makes a 
few implicit assumptions about the network:  
1. The cost of a link is constant and does not vary with the load 
on the link.  
2. The  network attains global optimality when each flow  
individually  minimizes  its  own  path  length.  In wired networks, 
the capacities of links are huge, and this assumption is reasonable.  
In wireless networks, a single flow passing through the shortest 
path can completely load the nodes along the path, and shortest 
hop-count routing can lead to formation of hot spots.
Thus, hop-count-based shortest path routing can result in a lot 
of flows interfering with each other and adversely affecting each 
other’s throughput. It seems reasonable to expect that performance 
will improve by routing flows to avoid each other’s path as far 
as possible. Note  first that in IEEE 802.11, if the carrier sensing 
range is set to twice the reception range, then only one  in  a  
contiguous  sequence  of  five  links  can transmit  at  a  time,  with  
the other links detecting physical carrier sense and deferring packet 
transmission. Thus, if the data rate capability of a node is  W  bits  
per  second (bps),  then  any  path  with  more than five hops can 
only attain a throughput of at most W=5 bps. (This throughput 
can be achieved by pipelining transmissions). If carrier sensing 
could be disabled, the only constraint is the primary interference 
constraint arising from half-duplex radios. This constraint, which 
requires that no two simultaneously transmitting edges have a 
common source or destination, restricts the achievable rate to 
W=3bps. In either case, we represent the maximum throughput 
obtainable by any long path by Tmax. Now, we  note  that  if  any  
node  on  a  path  has  another interfering flow  passing through  
it,  then  (assuming both  flows  share  the node  equally),  the  
throughput  of each flow is at most Tmax=2.  

A. Theorem 1 (Regime for Perfect Flow-Avoiding 
Routing)
1. Consider  N2 nodes  on  the  vertices  of  a  N * N  grid. Suppose  
k(N) of these  nodes  are  randomly  chosen  as sources  and k(N) 
nodes  as  destinations  corresponding to each of  the sources.  
Suppose lim N→∞  k(N) / N 1/3 = 0.  
If shortest path routing is used, then  lim  N→∞ P(A  given  s-d  
pair  obtains  throughput  ≥ Tmax./2)=¼ 0  (1)  
However, there exists a routing where flows can perfectly avoid 
each other, so that limN→∞ P (Every s-d pair obtains throughput 
Tmax) =1     (2) 
2. If the nodes are instead randomly located in a square of unit 
area, then (1) and (2) continue to hold if  limN→∞ k(N)/((N)1/3/
log N)=0.     (3)  

B. Proof (Outline)
The proof of (1) follows simply from the fact that as k(N) increases,  
the  probability  of a flow’s path intersecting one of the other (k _ 
1) flows converges to  one. Thus, we focus on (2). To prove it, we 
construct an optimal routing in which flows avoid each other.  
Let {sj =(aj, bj) be the sources and {dj = (xj, yj) be the corresponding 
destinations.  Around each  source  sj, draw  a  set  of  2k lines  
along  the  x-axis  and y-axis. Repeat this procedure for each 
destination dj. This set of 2k (horizontal and vertical) lines around 
any source (or destination) will be referred to as a thick line and 
used to construct an optimal routing.  
The  first  step is  to  note  that  in  the  limit,  no  parallel thick  
lines  intersect.  The proof uses a counting argument.  We map the 

problem to a bins and balls problem. Suppose  we  had N  bins 
and (2k)2 balls and we  filled the bins with balls in the following 
manner: For the first 2k balls, choose the bin j in which ball i 
is placed independently and with uniform distribution on(1,N _ 
2k+1). Once ball i is placed in a bin j, fill the next 2k -1 bins (j+1, 
j+2. . . j+2k-1) with 2k-1 balls out of the remaining balls.  Let Xj 
= number of balls in bin j.  The number of unique strings {Xj} is 
=(N-2k+1),(N-2k+1) . . . (N-2k+1)/(2k)!=(N-2K+1)/2k/2K!.
To  count  the  number of  valid strings  {Xj}  with no thick  lines 
intersecting, we can draw an equivalence between each such valid 
string and a valid 2k-partitionof  the  number  N-(2k)2. Thus, 
the number of valid strings is =(N-(2K)2+2K).(N-(2K)2+2K-1).
(N(2K)2+2K2)…(N(2K)2+1)/(2K)!=
(N(2K)2+2K)!/(N-(2K)2)!(2K)!.
Finally, P (no “thick” lines  intersect)=number of unique valid strings/
total number of unique strings=((N(2K)2+2K)!/(N(2K)2!(2K)!)/
((N2K+1)2K/(2K)!). By using Stirling’s approximation and the 
assumption on  K(N), we obtain lim N,K→∞ P  (no  “thick” lines 
intersect)= LimN,K→∞e-(2K((2K)(2K))- 2K-2K+1))/-(N-((2K)(2K))+2K) = 1.
We now construct a routing using L1-optimal (i.e., Manhattan 
metric) paths consisting of these nonintersecting sets of thick lines. 
The basic idea is to inductively construct a flow-avoiding route for 
each  new flow by routing it around preexisting routes, in  such a 
way that it uses at most two additional lines in any  thick   line  (We  
say  that the new  route  fattens  any  segment  of  a  preexisting 
route  by  at  most  two additional lines); see fig. 1(a)

Fig. 1: Algorithm to Optimally Route k Flows

Fig. 2: Two Random Scenarios on an 8×8 Grid

Instead of implementing the optimal routing strategy detailed 
above, we extended the ns-2 simulator to include a new “Manual” 
routing agent. The “Manual” routing agent implements static 
routing and exports (oTcl) interfaces to add and remove routes 
from an (initially empty) routing table at every node. We then 
configured flow-avoiding routing by hand for each of the random 
scenarios using the “Manual” routing agent.  
The throughput-delay performance of two example random 
scenarios (see fig. 2), is shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4. Table 1, shows 
the average percentage improvement in throughput over six 
random scenarios with the average connection length same for 
both connections.
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Table 1: Shortest Path Versus Flow Avoiding Routing

The percentage improvement refers to the  saturation value  of  the  
throughput as the delay becomes very large, when the network is 
loaded to the maximum.
Observe that the random scenarios shown  in  fig. 3 and fig. 4 (and 
Table 1) show (upto) a factor of two improvement in throughput-
delay performance resulting from using rerouted paths, as opposed 
to using the L2 shortest path along the diagonals. (We have 
corrected for the increased throughput due to lack of routing 
overhead in Manual). Finally, we note that the routes produced 
by the above algorithm can be improved by doing a greedy local 
optimization: 

Fig. 3: Manual is Better Than DSDV

Fig. 4: Manual is Better Than DSDV

For each path, pick two points on the path randomly and, if possible, 
replace the segment between them by the L2-optimal segment. 
Repeat until this is no longer possible (see fig. 1(b).  While the 
algorithm (with this greedy optimization) can be used to construct 
flow-avoiding routes, it only illustrates  the  feasibility  of  such  
an approach  and is  not  amenable  to  distributed implementation. 
To achieve that goal, we turn  to  a more practical approach.

IV. The Routing Algorithm 
The theoretical result in the previous section indicates that traffic-
aware routing can provide considerable benefits. However, the 
scheme used to prove the result is centralized and should only be 
taken as proof of existence. Instead, we examine a more general 
adaptive approach. For every SD pair, we will attempt to drive 
routes toward an equilibrium, where the mean delay along all 
utilized paths is equalized, and all unutilized paths have greater 
or equal potential mean delay. In a communication network, 
such an equilibrium has attractive properties vis-a-vis multipath 
routing:

When packets have to be resequenced at the receiver and • 
delivered in-order to the application, equalizing the average 
delay along utilized paths reduces receiver socket buffer 
space requirements and receiver socket buffer resequencing 
delays.  
Equalizing the average delay along utilized paths mitigates • 
TCP congestion misbehavior that results from TCP’s adverse 
reaction to multiple paths and reordered packets.  
Route adaptation using delay feedback allows rerouting of • 
flows around traffic bottlenecks in wireless environments. 
This allows flows to automatically avoid each other and 
minimize interference.

A. Connection to the War Drop Equilibrium
The above equilibrium can be interpreted as a routing solution 
for a global optimization problem that minimizes the sum of the 
integral of delays on all links in the network [11].  In this sense, 
it is similar to the minimum-delay optimization approach in [8] 
and [9]. There is another interpretation as the property of a system 
in War drop equilibrium. Suppose  that wireless  connectivity  is  
represented by  a  graph  G=(V ,E), and let SD= {s, d}, where 
s, d Є V , represent the set of  SD  pairs. Consider the problem 
of routing packets over such a network where the performance 
measure we are interested in minimizing is the expected delay. 
The setting is a non cooperative one in which each packet wishes 
to minimize the time taken to get from source to destination. The 
route chosen by each packet affects the latency experienced by 
other packets along its route, as  well  as  in the  vicinity  of  its  
route  due  to wireless  interference.  Since  each  packet  has  
an infinitesimally small impact on the load of the network, the  
solution  of  this  non-cooperative  game  corresponds to  the  
Nash equilibrium when the  number of  agents goes  to infinity.  
For  each  {s, d}  pair  in SD, this corresponds to a solution where 
all flow paths  have equal  latency,  which  is  lower  than  the  
latency experienced on  any  unutilized path.  In the absence of 
this property, it would be possible for some packet to reduce its 
latency by switching to the unutilized path [12]. This is the War 
drop equilibrium, defined in [13]:  

War drop’s first principle. All utilized paths from a source to • 
a destination have equal mean delays.  
War drop’s second principle. Any unutilized path from a • 
source to a destination has greater potential mean delay than 
that along utilized paths.  

B. Why War Drop Routing Can Automatically Lead to Flow 
Avoiding Routes

Fig. 5: Determining the War Drop Equilibrium: the Equilibrium 
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for a Given w is Attained at the Value of q for Which the Delays 
D1, 1 and D2,2 are Equilized. Before describing our algorithm, 
we illustrate a simple example to show that  routing toward a  War 
drop equilibrium can automatically result in  flow avoiding routes 
in wireless networks. Consider   the example in fig. 5, where there 
are two flows traversing a wireless network.

C. Link State Routing Protocol
A link-state routing protocol is one of the two main classes of 
routing protocols used in packet switching networks for computer 
communications (the other is the distance-vector routing protocol). 
Examples of link-state routing protocols include OSPF and IS-IS. 
The link-state protocol is performed by every switching node in 
the network (i.e. nodes that are prepared to forward packets; in the 
Internet, these are called routers). The basic concept of link-state 
routing is that every node constructs a map of the connectivity 
to the network, in the form of a graph, showing which nodes are 
connected to which other nodes. Each node then independently 
calculates the next best logical path from it to every possible 
destination in the network. The collection of best paths will then 
form the node's routing table. This contrasts with distance-vector 
routing protocols, which work by having each node share its 
routing table with its neighbors. In a link-state protocol the only 
information passed between nodes is connectivity related.

1. Calculating the Shortest Paths
Each node independently runs an algorithm over the map to 
determine the shortest path from itself to every other node in the 
network; generally some variant of Dijkstra's algorithm is used. 
This is based around a link cost across each path which includes 
available bandwidth among other things.

Fig. 6: The Optimal Routing as a Function of α, the Ratio of Traffic 
Between Flows f1and f2

Basically, a node maintains two data structures: a tree containing 
nodes which are "done", and a list of candidates. The algorithm 
starts with both structures empty; it then adds to the first one the 
node itself. The variant of a Greedy Algorithm then repetitively 
does the following:
All nodes which are connected to the node just added to the tree 
(excepting any nodes which are already in either the tree or the 
candidate list) are added to the second (candidate) list.
Each node in the candidate list is compared to each of the nodes 
already in the tree. The candidate node which is closest to any of the 
nodes already in the tree is itself moved into the tree and attached 
to the appropriate neighbor node. When a node is moved from the 
candidate list into the tree, it is removed from the candidate list 
and is not considered in subsequent iterations of the algorithm.

2. Filling the Routing Table
With the shortest paths in hand, filling in the routing table is trivial. 
For any given destination node, the best path for that destination 
is the node which is the first step from the root node, down the 
branch in the shortest-path tree which leads toward the desired 
destination node.
To create the routing table, it is only necessary to walk the tree, 
remembering the identity of the node at the head of each branch, 
and filling in the routing table entry for each node one comes 
across with that identity.

3. Optimizations to the Algorithm
The algorithm described above was made as simple as possible, 
to aid in ease of understanding. In practice, there are a number 
of optimizations which are used.

4. Failure Modes
If all the nodes are not working from exactly the same map, routing 
loops can form. (These are situations in which, in the simplest 
form, two neighboring nodes each think the other is the best path to 
a given destination. Any packet headed to that destination arriving 
at either node will loop between the two, hence the name. Routing 
loops involving more than two nodes are also possible.)

(i). The Optimized Link State Routing Protocol for Mobile 
Ad-Hoc Network
A link-state routing protocol - optimized for mobile Ad-Hoc 
networks, which can also be used on other wireless Ad-Hoc 
networks - is the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR).
[1], OLSR is proactive, it uses Hello and Topology Control (TC) 
messages to discover and disseminate link state information 
into the mobile Ad-Hoc network. Using Hello messages each 
node discovers 2-hop neighbor information and elects a set of 
Multipoint Relays (MPRs). MPRs makes OLSR unique from other 
link state routing protocols. Individual nodes use the topology 
information to compute next hop paths regard to all nodes in the 
network utilising shortest hop forwarding paths.

Fig. 7: Optimized Link State Routing Protocol

V. Simulation Study
In order to understand the protocol behavior, we have  carried out  
an  extensive  simulation analysis  for wireless  environments  using 
the  ns-2 simulator with the  Monarch  wireless  extensions.  In  all  
our simulations,  we  use  the  two  ray  ground propagation mode, 
the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC, a radio model based on the Lucent 
Wave LAN 2 megabits per second (Mbps) radio  with  a  radio range 
of 250 m. We have implemented the War drop routing protocols in 
ns-2using DSDV as a base protocol to obtain distance information.  
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All of our simulations (except in the section on topology impact) 
were carried out with N2nodes on the intersections of a N-N grid. 
The interface queue length is set to 50 packets, and the retry 
parameters of the MAC are left at their default values MAC Short 
Retry Limit=7 and MAC Long Retry Limit =4.  We use CBR 
sources with a constant size of 210 bytes running on top of UDP 
to stress the network. The simulations are run for times between 
100 and 3,000 seconds. The parameters for exponential forgetting 
of average delay measurement and link delay measurement are 
set to 0.8. The probability of uniform routing to all neighbors, Є 
is set to 0.05. Throughput and delay  statistics  are  obtained from 
ns-2 tracefiles, while  other  parameters  like  routing probabilities, 
average  delay,  link delay,  routing overhead, et c. are obtained 
through a  custom  oTcl  interface. For each scenario, we repeated 
the simulations for 3-5 runs to confirm that the algorithm converged 
to the same equilibrium. We use the following metrics to evaluate 
performance:  

throughput-delay performance,  1. 
path length and quality,  2. 
routing overhead, and  3. 
convergence speed.  4. 

The throughput-delay performance of a routing protocol is a 
reliable metric in determining its performance in real networks. 
While auxiliary metrics like routing overhead, path length, packet 
delivery ratio provide an indicator of how good the performance 
is, these metrics are already factored into the throughput-delay 
curve, while the reverse is not true.

VI. Implementation Architecture
One of the most important considerations in the design of the War 
drop routing protocol described in this paper was implementability. 
In implementing the protocol, we have taken care to ensure that  

routing policy is separated from forwarding  mechanism.  1. 
components are placed in-kernel only if the  user space 2. 
performance hit is unacceptable.  
Interfaces are generic, well-defined, and extensible. 3. 

The architecture of the implementation is shown in fig. 7. The key 
architectural choice we made was to separate probabilistic packet 
forwarding from delay estimation. We provide an in-kernel per-
packet probabilistic forwarding mechanism consisting of multiple 
in-kernel forwarding tables. Each table consists of a list of routes 
to destination. Each route to a destination consists of a vector  of  
two tuples (next hop, probability of  usage). A user space library 
provides an API interface to this in-kernel probabilistic forwarding 
mechanism. This separation of routing policy from forwarding 
mechanism allows us to cleanly implement different probabilistic 
route adaptation policies in user space. The protocol logic is almost 
completely in user space.
The average delay measurement module implements a distance 
vector like protocol to exchange average delay information 
with neighbors on a periodic basis. The distance vector routing 
module uses an implementation of DSDV developed at UIUC 
[14], to produce hop-count information that is used in P-STARA 
to guarantee loop freedom. The probability update policy module 
implements various War drop route adaptation algorithms, including 
P-STARA, M-STARA, and STARA. Our implementation fully 
utilizes advanced kernel routing features like equal cost multipath 
routing, net filter, ip tables, policy routing, and MARK target 
routing to minimize the need for kernel modifications. 
Nevertheless, the implementation needed a small amount of in-
kernel mechanism, which we added to the Linux 2.4.20 kernel:Per-
packet multipath routing. The Linux kernel implementation of 

multipath only allows next hop selection on a per-connection 
basis. This is because the kernel forwarding engine caches routes 
on a per-connection basis, and all packets of a connection end up 
using the cached route. Instead of disabling the route cache and 
incurring a huge performance hit, we tricked the route cache into 
simulating per-packet multipath routing by randomizing one of the 
keys used for the cache lookup in the Linux kernel. This ensures 
that the distribution of next hops to a destination in the cache is 
the same as that in the routing table, up to quantization error. This 
technique has the added benefit of speeding up the convergence of 
War drop routing in practice as a side effect. This randomization 
procedure is implemented through the use of two ip tables/net 
filter target modules [15]. 

Fig. 8: Implementation Architecture

The TOS_RND net filter module is attached to the PRE_
ROUTING and OUTPUT hooks, while the TOS_UNRND net 
filter module is attached to the POST_ROUTING and INPUT 
hooks, respectively.  
2) Timestamp measurement: This module time stamps and classifies 
packets based on incoming and  outgoing MAC addresses  as  they  
pass  through  the kernel  forwarding engine and exports  the  
collected information to user space using the =proc file system. It 
is written as two netfilter/iptables target modules. DELAY_PRE 
is attached to the PRE_ROUTING and OUTPUT hooks, while 
DELAY_POST is attached to the POST_ROUTING hooks.

Fig. 9: Experimental Topologies
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VII. Measurement Study
We  have  carried out  a  measurement  study  of  the War drop 
implementation  on  a  six  node testbed to verify the practical  
effectiveness  of  War drop route adaptation. The nodes in our 
test bed consist of Compaq Presario  2800T,  Compaq Presario  
1800T,  and HP Pavilion  zv5240 laptops  with  Cisco  Aironet  
340  and 350 Series PCMCIA cards. All nodes run our custom 
patched Linux 2.4.20 kernel and Red Hat Linux  9.0. UDP traffic is 
generated using nttcp. Throughout our experiments, the following 
MAC parameters are fixed at every node as follows:  
1. RTS Threshold = 100.  
2. Frag Threshold = OFF.  
3. Retry = 8.  
4. Channel = 10.

Table 2: Basic Topologies

Table 3: War Drop Route Adaptation

5. Rate = 11 Mbps.  
6. Transmit Power = 30 mW.  
We used experimentation experience gained during an earlier 
study of TCP [15] to resolve common problems:  
(i).  MAC filtering.  Topologies were generated by collocating 
all nodes and using iptables MAC filtering to create virtual multi 
hop scenarios. This approach assists in verifying implementation 
correctness.
(ii). Copper tape for multihop topology creation. The Cisco Aironet 
350 Series cards have very high receive sensitivities and transmit 
range. In order to decrease the effective transmit range, we wrap 
the cards with 3M1181 EMI copper shielding tape. This lets us 
create stable topologies in a single room because the copper 
tape changes the antenna impedance and causes an impedance 
mismatch between the card and the antenna, resulting in less  
power  delivered to the  air [15].  We use copper tape to carry out 
the experiments.    

A. Performance Data 
The topologies used are shown in fig. 8. The throughput  
performance of DSDV and War drop routing for the topologies  
is summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Each data point is an average  
over ten runs of nttcp, and in each run, a UDP connection transfers  
8 Mbytes of  data from  source s to destination  d. The performance 
results in this section should be treated as a proof of concept; further 
large scale testing is until needed. Both protocols see  an (expected) 
drop in throughput performance as the number of hops long a path  
increases (see Table 2) due to increased self-interference. Even if 
we attribute  all the  difference  in performance  to  our  protocol’s  
additional  routing overhead,  (in  practice,  heating effects  and in-
building wireless interference also matter), the worst  case  impact  
of  overhead on  performance is approximately 12.3 percent.

VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we have formally established a  few sources regime 
where flow-avoiding routing provides a four-fold improvement 
over the throughput of shortest path routing when carrier sensing 
can be disabled and a 3.2 factor  improvement otherwise. Focusing 
on static wireless networks, we have developed a multipath load 
adaptive routing protocol that  

is completely distributed,  1. 
does load balancing,  2. 
can produce loop-free paths, and  3. 
is elegantly implementable in the operating system kernel.4. 

We propose mechanisms to control the lengths of paths and provide 
loop freedom at all times. We also propose a completely distributed 
delay estimation procedure that eliminates the need for ACK-
based delay estimation. Simulations indicate that the protocol 
appears to be effective in obtaining improved throughput-delay 
performance gains over shortest path routing in static networks. 
We have  implemented the protocol  in  user  space  on  a  modified 
Linux 2.4.20 kernel  based on an architecture  that  separates 
probabilistic multipath routing from delay estimation. 
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